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This chapter consists of three parts. The first one is the summary which summarizes up all the main points in the previous chapters. The second one is the conclusion. The last one is the suggestions.

5.1 Summary

This study was a descriptive study about "A Study on An English Translation Ability in translating Indonesia text to English of English Department of Widya Mandala Catholic University Surabaya". This study was done because the writer wanted to know the ability of student in translating Indonesian text into English.

Since this study was about translation, the writer had to choose translation theory as the parameter. She chose Barnwell’s criteria as the qualification of a good translation.

In analyzing the data, the writer read many textbooks in order to find the translation qualities. Then the writer took the three parts to qualify a good translation, those were accuracy, clarity, and naturalness, based on Barnwell’s criteria. In examining a qualification of good translation, it is focused on three main parts, those are first, transferring accurate message; second expressing accurate message in the Target Language, so that it can be understood and third, the naturalness of the translation.
The findings reveal that the problems of translation occurred on every stage of translating. Sometimes, English Department student tried to transfer a message without changing the form. They had difficulty in naturalness. The result of their translation was neither easy to understand or even express unnatural. The student also did not use the same tenses. Sometimes they used different tense in one sentence. It means there was no equalization between the Source Language and the Target Language.

5.2 Conclusion

Based on the data analysis and the interpretation of the findings, the writer would like to conclude that the problem of translation occurred was on the second stage (transfer), because almost all of them transfer a message without changing the form. The second was because of the naturalness. They used the strange words.

From her analysis the writer found that the student of the English Department of Widya Mandala Catholic University were high on clarity in translating an English word without any dictionary, but they got low on naturalness.

The writer would also like to conclude the causes of those translation difficulty were because:

1. There were some words in English, which did not have the proper meaning in Bahasa Indonesia.
2. There were terms in English which were not known in Indonesian culture, so if they were translated into Indonesian they will be strange.

3. The student felt that translation was a difficult subject, because in translation process if they did not understand the word they had to try hard to guess the meaning.

5.3 Suggestions

The writer indeed realized that her study was far from perfect. There were likely several suggestions that the writer can give as the contribution for the translation subject. It is suggested that the following researchers who would take translation studies would apply more accurate procedure in analyzing the data. So, it would give analysis in detail about the translation problems and as the result it would give contribution to the teaching of translation in the translation class.

The writer hoped the teaching in the translation class would use media as many as possible. For instance, the student themselves brought a copied of article. Then they exchanged the article with their friends. Their friends should correct and gave the mark. Here, the teacher had already taught them how to translate and to analyze. Hopefully the right translation teaching could produce good translators and in effect would produce high quality translated materials. Finally, the writer hoped that many students in Widya Mandala Catholic University Surabaya could translate imported books that would be useful for the developing of the technology and our country.
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